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Abstract. This paper discusses online handwriting recognition of Japanese
characters, a mixture of ideographic characters (Kanji) of Chinese ori-
gin, and the phonetic characters made from them. Most Kanji character
patterns are composed of multiple subpatterns, called radicals, which are
shared among many (sometimes hundreds of) Kanji character patterns.
This is common in Oriental languages of Chinese origin, i.e., Chinese, Ko-
rean and Japanese. It is also common that each language has thousands
of characters. Given these characteristics, structured character pattern
representation (SCPR) composed of subpatterns is effective in terms of
the size reduction of a prototype dictionary (a set of prototype patterns)
and the robustness to deformation of common subpatterns. In this pa-
per, we show a prototype learning algorithm and HMM-based recognition
for SCPR. Then, we combine the SCPR-based online recognizer with a
compact offline recognizer employing quadratic discriminant functions.
Moreover, we also discuss online handwritten Japanese text recognition
and propose character orientation-free and line direction-free handwrit-
ten text recognition and segmentation. Finally, as applications of online
handwritten Japanese text recognition, we show segmentation of mixed
objects of text, formulas, tables and line-drawings, and handwritten text
search.

1 Introduction

As PDAs, tablet PCs, and other pen-based or paper-based systems, such as the
Anoto [1] and e-pens [2], spread, the demand for improving online handwriting
recognition and liberating it from writing constraint is still increasing. In online
handwriting recognition, both temporal information of pen tip movement and
spatial shape information are available, so it can yield higher recognition accu-
racy than offline handwriting recognition. Moreover, online handwriting recog-
nition provides good interaction and adaptation capability because the writer
can respond to the recognition result to correct misrecognition and rejection.

The research of online handwriting recognition began in the 1960s and has
been receiving intensive interest since the 1980s. The comprehensive survey be-
fore the 1990s appears in [3][4]. In recent survey papers, Plamondon, et al. mainly
reviewed the status of western online handwriting recognition [5] while Liu, et al.
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and Jaeger, et al. reviewed online Chinese and Japanese handwriting recognition
[6][7]. In this paper, we mainly discuss online Japanese handwriting recognition,
including our recent results.

The Japanese character set consists of various characters: numerals, sym-
bols, Hiragana, Katakana, and Kanji characters of Chinese origin. Hiragata and
Katakana are phonetic characters. The former consists of 83 characters, and the
latter consists of 86 characters. Kanji characters are idiographic characters. Two
classes are defined for the purpose of computer processing: JIS first level and JIS
second level (JIS stands for Japanese Industrial Standard). The JIS 1st level set
contains 2,965 common characters, which are necessary for reading the newspa-
per, and the JIS 2nd level set contains 3,390 characters less common and special
characters for naming.

Most Kanji character patterns are composed of multiple subpatterns, called
radicals, which are shared among many (sometimes hundreds of) Kanji character
patterns. This is common in Asian languages of Chinese origin, i.e., Chinese, Ko-
rean, and Japanese. Among Kanji character patterns, some patterns are simple,
consisting of a single radical, while others are complex with multiple radicals.

In the field of pattern recognition, large volumes of sample patterns are as
important as recognition methods. We spent four years compiling two databases
of online Japanese handwritten character patterns, named “TUAT Nakagawa
Lab. HANDS-kuchibue d-97-06” (hereafter Kuchibue d) [8] and “TUAT Nak-
agawa Lab. HANDS-nakayosi t-98-09” (hereafter Nakayosi t) [9]. Kuchibue d
stores 11,962 character patterns from each of 120 people (1,435,440 patterns),
and Nakayosi t stores 10,403 patterns from 163 people each (1,695,689 patterns).
Thus, they store more than 3 million patterns in total. About 50 institutions,
including more than 10 groups from abroad, use our databases, so we will base
our experiments on these databases.

The large number of Japanese character categories affects the classification
techniques. In western handwriting recognition, Hidden Markov models (HMM)
are successfully applied. However, they are not common in Japanese handwriting
recognition because they require huge amount of training data for each charac-
ter. Therefore, DP-matching comprises the core of many online Japanese hand-
writing recognizers with several modifications proposed [10]-[12]. These large
categories also affect the size of the dictionary (a set of prototype patterns) and
the recognition speed, so it has been difficult to use a powerful online recognizer
or combine online/offline recognizer to improve the recognition accuracy in a
small computer.

The demand to remove writing constraint for online handwriting recognition
is increasing steadily as people can write more freely on enlarged surfaces of
tablet PCs, electronic whiteboards, and other paper-based handwriting environ-
ments. However, segmentation and recognition of online handwritten Japanese
text is challenging work, because of the large variation of character size, and
people write text horizontally, vertically or even slantwise.

In addressing these problems, we present structured character pattern rep-
resentation (SCPR)-based online handwriting recognition, which has significant
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effect for the Japanese character set of the large category size, in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 describes the combination of the SCPR-based online recognizer with a
compact offline recognizer. Section 4 presents online handwriting Japanese text
recognition method liberated from constraints of line direction and character
orientation. Section 5 describes some applications. Section 6 draws conclusions.

2 Character Representation

In this section, we describe Japanese Kanji character pattern representation,
which strongly relates to handwriting recognition.

In the representation for input patterns, the sequence of feature points or
line segments in time series are commonly used in online Japanese handwriting
recognition [10]-[17] The stroke order and the stroke directions of the input
pattern are kept in these sequences. Some recognition methods employ the offline
features (e.g. directional features, loops of strokes) extracted from the images of
the input patterns [18]-[20]. Employing these representations, instead of the raw
data of the input pattern (sampling points by digital pen), reduces the data size
and noises.

Early research attempted to extract subpatterns from an input character pat-
tern and recognize the input pattern as the composite of subpatterns, but did
not succeed because subpattern extraction was difficult. Instead, many systems
employ the pattern structure composed of subpatterns in a prototype represen-
tation and expand it to a sequence of feature points, or line segments, when
matched with the input pattern. Shape variations or stroke order variations
register as multiple alternatives into a subpattern, so they are shared among
character patterns that include the subpattern in their shapes. We will see this
in more detail in the following sections.

2.1 Structured Character Pattern Representation (SCPR)

Japanese Kanji characters are mostly composed of multiple subpatterns called
radicals. SCPR represents a character pattern as a composite of basic subpat-
terns (primitive, so they are not further decomposed) and structural information
of how to combine them (Figure 1) [12].

Here, we present two online handwriting recognition systems. One uses the
prototype learning algorithm (PLA) and linear-time elastic matching (LTM)
[12][13], and the other system is based on HMM [21]. We call the former system
“Sys LTM” and the latter “Sys HMM”. Both employ the SCPR dictionary in
which prototypes of basic subpatterns (BSs) are shared among character cate-
gories, as shown in Figure 2.

In the SCPR dictionary of Sys LTM, all the BS prototypes, as well as the
character pattern prototypes, are represented by a square shape with 128 x 128
resolution, and each of them is a sequence of feature points in a time series.
When included in prototypes of larger subpattern prototypes or character pat-
tern prototypes, their sizes reduce to bounding boxes in structural information
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Fig. 2. SCPR dictionary

through linear mapping (Figure 3). We call a result of the linear mapping a
“mapped BS prototype,” even if the mapping is sometimes identical (with no
deformation). Hereafter, we refer to this as an MBS prototype.

The SCPR dictionary of Sys HMM has similar structural information and
links to component SCPR-based HMMs in place of BS prototypes.

SCPR provides advantages to the size reduction of the dictionary (a set of
prototype patterns) and the robustness against deformation of common radicals.

2.2 Prototype Learning Algorithm (PLA)

No matter the classification method, prototypes greatly influence the perfor-
mance of classifiers. PLA better approximates discrimination boundaries be-
tween different categories in a feature space [22]-[25]. Liu, et al. have shown the
advantages of PLA in offline handwritten Kanji character recognition [26].

For online handwriting recognition systems in which prototypes are the se-
quences of feature points (e.g. Sys LTM), we have proposed a PLA to improve
the BS prototypes by moving their feature points [27]. The base learning method
of our PLA is the generalized learning vector quantization (GLVQ) [25]. GLVQ
updates the genuine prototype (the closest prototype in the correct class) and
the rival prototype (the closest one in different classes) using learning patterns.
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Fig. 3. Size reduction by linear mapping

Recognition by LTM and PLA Our PLA uses the correspondences between
feature points that are the results of LTM in the process of recognition. In Figure
4, the dash lines show the correspondences. Although general elastic matching
methods commonly generate one-to-many or many-to-one correspondences be-
tween the feature points, our method of Sys LTM generates only one-to-one
correspondences by discarding the uncertain correspondences.

learning pattern 
“木”

genuine prototype 
“木”

rival prototype 
“戈”

Fig. 4. Correspondences between feature points

SCPR-based PLA To improve the prototypes in the SCPR dictionary, we
consider each prototype matched with the learning pattern as a composite of
MBS prototypes. Figure 5 shows the process of our PLA, improving the feature
point v in the BS prototype. Each u(v) is a feature point of the MBS prototype
mapped from the feature point v, and each pl is a feature point in the learning
pattern corresponding to u(v). S is the bounding box size of each MBS prototype,
and G(pl − u(v), S) is the function to normalize the displacement pl − u(v) by
the bounding box size. Every displacement between u(v) and pl is measured and
reflected in the feature point v using G(pl − u(v), S).

We transform the formulae of GLVQ into (1) and (2) to update the feature
points of the BS prototypes.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x′i =xi+4α(t)lk(1−lk)G(dj , Sj)G(xl−xi, wi)
{G(di, Si)+G(dj , Sj)}2

y′i =yi+4α(t)lk(1−lk)G(dj , Sj)G(yl−yi, hi)
{G(di, Si)+G(dj , Sj)}2

(1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x′j =xj−4α(t)lk(1−lk)G(di, Si)G(xl−xj , wj)
{G(di, Si)+G(dj , Sj)}2

y′j =yj−4α(t)lk(1−lk) G(di, Si)G(yl−yj, hj)
{G(di, Si)+G(dj , Sj)}2

(2)

In the above formulae, (1) and (2), u(vi) = (xui, yui) in the genuine prototype
maps from vi = (xi, yi) of one BS prototype, while u(vj) = (xuj , yuj) in the rival
prototype maps from vj = (xj , yj) of the other BS prototypes. The feature point
pl = (xl, yl) in the learning pattern corresponds to u(vi) and u(vj). The term
α(t) denotes the learning rate. The other parameters lk, μk, di, and dj are defined
as follows:

lk = lk(μk)=
1

1+e−ζμk
(3)

μk =
G(di, Si) −G(dj , Sj)
G(di, Si) +G(dj , Sj)

(4)

di = ‖pl − pi‖ (5)
dj = ‖pl − pj‖ (6)
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We obtained the distribution of the feature points in learning patterns corre-
sponding to each feature point in MBS prototypes, as the size of the distribution
(the average distance from the center of the distribution to every l(v) in the dis-
tribution) shows to what degree each MBS point can move (Figure 6).

To describe the size of distribution, we employed the average distance from
the center of the distribution to every l(v) in the distribution (Figure 7).

feature point of 
MBS prototype

: u(v)

corresponding feature points 
of learning patterns: p

l

Fig. 6. Distribution of feature points

Fig. 7. Distance between the center of gravity and feature points

We employed our database, Nakayosi t to obtain the distribution. By using
the database, we estimated the relations between the bounding box size of MBS
prototype S = (w,h) and the distribution size D for vertical and horizontal
directions as follows:

Dw(w) = 0.0846w + 1.7 (7)
Dh(h) = 0.0539h+ 3.5 (8)

The normalization formulae using the relation are as follows.
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Gw(x1−x2, w)=(x1−x2){Dw(128)/Dw(w)} (9)
Gh(y1 −y2, h)=(y1 −y2){Dh(128)/Dh(h)} (10)

Evaluation for SCPR-based PLA In the experiment, we improved the SCPR
dictionary of Sys LTM to evaluate our PLA. As the set of learning patterns, we
employed all the character patterns of the JIS 1st level set in Nakayosi t. We
employed another database, Kuchibue d, for evaluation. In the first step, we
generated the averaged BS prototypes by learning patterns. Then, we performed
our PLA. Before learning, the recognition rate of Sys LTM with the dictionary
was approximately 84.4% for the data set of evaluation. After learning, the rate
improved to 89.1%.

SCPR-based PLA for Offline Recognition Now, we describe SCPR and the
learning method for offline recognition. In general, offline recognition methods,
directional features with four or eight-directional quantization, are extracted
from a character pattern divided into an array of cells [20][28]. Therefore, a
character (same as a prototype) is represented by a matrix of directional features.
In Figure 8, fv(i, j) is the set of directional features extracted from the cell of
the i− th row and j − th column in the character pattern.
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Fig. 8. Matrix of the directional features extracted from the character pattern

When the character C is composed from a set of subpatterns, we can show
it as follows:

C =
Ns∑
i=1

AiSi (11)

(Ns: number of subpatterns, Ai: linear mapping to make a subpattern, Fi:
matrix of fv to describe basic subattern)

Subpatterns don’t overlap each other in Japanese characters, so
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Fi = A−1
i C (12)

Linear mapping transforms the directional features in a basic subpattern.
Therefore, when a character pattern is learned and reflected to a subpattern,
the directional features again map through inverse mapping with the directions
modified. To enable mapping and inverse mapping that may change the direc-
tions of segments, the directional features must be extracted and represented
finely enough.

For offline character recognition, the dimensions of features often reduce by
the K-L transformation:

y = ψtx (13)

In this case, the reduced set of features is difficult to decompose into subpat-
terns. However, if the reduction is small and ψ is chosen to minimize the mean
square error, the original features can be approximated by

x ≈ ψy (14)

This enables decomposition into subpatterns and reflection to their features.
Then, we can realize structural learning for common offline character recognition
methods.

2.3 SCPR-based HMM

The HMM has an ability to model deformations of strokes and variations of
sampled feature points, and has been successfully applied to western handwrit-
ing recognition [29][30]. For western characters, each character of the alphabet is
typically modeled by one HMM and all the words are represented by a sequence
of character HMMs. We call this approach “character HMM.” However, thou-
sands of characters comprise Asian characters of Chinese origin, so the character
HMM leads to a huge amount of memory space and training data [15][32][33][35].
To address this problem, the SCPR-based HMM [31][34] has been proposed.

Recognition by SCPR-based HMM The SCPR-based online handwriting
recognition system (Sys HMM) consists of a feature extraction module, a SCPR
dictionary mentioned in Section 2.1, SCPR-based HMMs, and a decoder shown
in Figure 9. Note that off-stroke information (vector from the pen-up to the next
pen-down) is not necessary when we model pen-coordinate features.

In the SCPR-based HMMs, the decoder generates HMMs for each character
pattern by connecting one, or more than one, SCPR-based HMMs according to
the SCPR dictionary. It then calculates the probability that an input pattern
is produced from the HMMs by the Viterbi algorithm. By doing this, we can
handle a large number of character patterns with a small number of HMMs.
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Fig. 9. Recognition by SCPR-based HMM

Modeling of Pen-coordinate Features by SCPR-based HMM Though
the pen-coordinate feature is no less important than the pen-direction feature,
it has not been employed in the SCPR-based HMMs [31][34] because it tends
to change when subpatterns are composed into each character pattern. We pro-
posed SCPR-based HMMs that model both the pen-direction and pen-coordinate
features.

The basic idea of our approach involves the linear mapping and its inverse
mapping, presented in Section 2.1. The BS prototypes reduce to bounding boxes
in structural information through a linear mapping when they are included in
larger subpatterns or character patterns (Figure 10). Therefore, when a SCPR-
based HMM is incorporated into a character pattern by being mapped into the
bounding box, we adapt the parameters for pen-coordinate feature according to
which character pattern and where incorporated. If each state of SCPR-based
HMMs has a Gaussian distribution, the mean vector of the Gaussian distribution,
at a state of Character HMM: µi = (μix, μiy), is adapted by the following
equations:

μ̂ix = μix × w

128
+ spx (15)

μ̂iy = μiy × h

128
+ spy (16)

where μix and μiy denote the mean vectors of the pen-coordinate feature x
and y, and (spx, spy) denotes the top-left corner and < w,h > denotes <
width, height > of the bounding box.

In contrast, we apply the inverse of the above mapping when estimating
SCPR-based HMMs. A simple idea is to enlarge the size of the bounding box
of a mapped basic subpattern in a learning pattern to the normalization size.
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Table 1. Effect of positional features and directional features

N-best cumulative
Features recognition rate (%)

1 -2 -3 -10
directional features 83.6 88.4 90.0 92.7

direct. f + positional f 92.3 95.1 95.9 96.9

By applying the inverse mapping, we can exclude character dependency of each
subpattern (difference in size and position when it appears in different character
patterns) to model pen-coordinate features of the subpattern by SCPR-based
HMMs. However, as handwriting usually contains noise due to hand vibration,
etc., the inverse mapping may magnify these noises and reflect them into the
subpattern. To avoid noise expansion, we employ the displacement normalization
mentioned in Section 2.2, instead of inverse mapping each subpattern.

Evaluation for SCPR-based HMMs We use only Kanji categories in the
JIS 1st level set in Kuchibue d. Patterns from 60 writers were used for training,
and those from the remaining 60 writers were used for testing.

First, we evaluated the effect of positional features and directional features
upon the latter alone. Table 1 demonstrates the importance of both the direc-
tional and positional features. They have increased more than eight points, from
83.6 to 92.3%.

Second, we compared the proposed SCPR-based HMMs and the conventional
character HMMs with respect to memory size. The former requires 30.68 M
bytes, and the latter nees 3.81 M bytes.

3 Classifier Combination

This section describes the combined recognizer, composed of the SCPR-based
online recognizer and the offline recognizer. A online handwritten pattern easily
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convert to an offline pattern by discarding temporal information, so we can
apply the offline method. Although the online method is more robust against
stroke catenation, running strokes, and deformation of character patterns when
compared to the offline method, the offline method is free from stroke-order
variation and robust to duplicated strokes when people write two or more times.
Therefore, by combining the online method with the offline, the recognition
accuracy improves because they can compensate for their disadvantages. Several
attempts have been made to combine the two methods [36][37]. In Japanese
character recognition, Tanaka, et al., showed the initial attempt to combine
online and offline classifiers [38] while Okamoto, et al., showed the combination
in the feature level, i.e., added online features to offline features in an offline
recognition scheme [20]. It seems that classifier combination is more flexible than
feature combination, as we can employ the most suitable classification method
for each set of features.

In this paper, we show succeeding research after [38] to improve recognition
accuracy, while increasing recognition speed and reducing memory size. The
memory requirements for the offline prototype dictionary are significantly larger
than that for the online one. Especially, the dictionary size depends on the num-
ber of categories, so the combined recognizer for Japanese characters is difficult
for a small computer, such as PDA. We also propose a compact combined recog-
nizer, composed of the SCPR-based online recognizer and an offline recognizer
with a small prototype dictionary.

3.1 Combination Process

To combine the online recognition and the offline recognition, a given online
character pattern converts to a bitmap image, then online recognition and of-
fline recognition are processed in parallel. We employ Sys LTM as mentioned in
Section 2.1, as the online recognition method and Modified Quadratic Discrim-
inant Function (MQDF2) [39] as the offline recognition method.

Combination Rule Various possibilities can combine outputs from multiple
classifiers. Kittler, et al. present many combination schemes, such product rule,
sum rule, min rule, max rule, median rule, and majority voting [40]. We employ
the sum-rule, in which the total score of a combined classifier is the addition of
all classifiers. The sum rule is denoted as follows:

AssignX → Cj if
R∑

i=1

P (Cj |fvi) =
Nccmax
k=1

R∑
i=1

P (Ck|fvi)
(17)

where Ncc denotes the number of character categories, R denotes the number of
classifiers, fv denotes a feature vector extracted from the input pattern X , Ck

denotes prototype and P (Ck|fvi) denotes the probability that Ck occurs when
fvi is a given.
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Evaluation Score Normalization Recognition results, produced by each rec-
ognizer, are pairs of a candidate character and an evaluation score that represents
similarity or distance. However, each recognizer outputs a different type of eval-
uation score. The evaluation score of our online recognizer shows similarity. The
higher the score, the more likely the candidate is. However, our offline recognizer
employs distance. The lower the score, the higher the likelihood is. To combine
these recognizers, we apply our likelihood normalization approach [41][42].

3.2 Small Offline Prototype Dictionary

MQDF2 for the offline recognition is given as:

g2(x, ωi)

=
m∑

j=1

1
λij

[ϕT
ij(x− μi)]2

k∑
j=1

+
1
δ
{‖x− μi‖2 −

m∑
j=1

[ϕT
ij(x− μi)]2}

+
m∑

j=1

log λij + (n−m) log δ (18)

where μ is the mean vector, ϕ is the eigen vector, λ is eigen value, and δ is a
modified eigen vector, n is the number of dimension, and m is the number of λ.

While the SCPR dictionary of our online recognizer is only 150KB, the pro-
totype dictionary of the offline recognizer is about 90MB. To reduce the total
size of memory, we propose a small prototype dictionary for the offline recognizer
by reducing the parameters for MQDF2.

The size of the offline prototype dictionary: Si is calculated from the size of
each parameter {sμ, sϕ, sλ, sδ} where sx denotes the size for the parameter x as
follows.

Si = Ncc × {n× (sμ +m× sϕ) +m× sλ + sδ} (19)

In this study, we make two extreme sizes of dictionaries. One is 9.7MB whose
n is 100 and m is 10. The other is 91.8MB whose n is 256 and m is 40. Each
parameter {sμ, sϕ, sλ, sδ} requires 16 bits in both the dictionaries. The size of
SCPR dictionary in the online recognizer is 150KB, so the dictionary size of the
combined recognizer is almost the same as the offline recognizer. Hereafter, we
call the combined recognizer which employs the 9.7MB dictionary “Sys 9.7MB”
and the 91.8MB dictionary “Sys 91.8MB”.
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Table 2. Recognition rates of the combined recognizer (%)

Online Offline Combined
9.7MB 91.8MB 9.7MB 91.8MB

87.2 83.2 86.9 91.4 92.2

Table 3. Average processing time per character (ms)

Online Offline Combined
9.7MB 91.8MB 9.7MB 91.8MB

3.32 6.6 18.5 10.6 22.5

3.3 Evaluation of the Combined Recognizer

We trained the online recognizer using Nakayosi t and the offline recognizer us-
ing ETL9B [43] written by 200 participants, each composed of 3,036 character
patterns; JEITA-HP [44] written by 580 participants, each composed of 3,306
character patterns; NTT-AT [45] written by 51 participants, each composed of
1,237 character patterns; and Nakayosi t. We also used Nakayosi t for normaliz-
ing evaluation scores.

The recognition rates appear in Table 2. These rates show no significant dif-
ference between the Sys 9.7MB and the Sys 91.8MB, though the correct recog-
nition accuracy of the offline recognizer with 91.8MB dictionary is higher than
the offline recognizer with Sys 9.7MB by 3.7 points.

We also compare the processing time of each recognizer on a Pentium IV
3.06 GHz processor with 512MB RAM (Table 3). The Sys 9.7MB outperforms
the Sys 91.8MB.

Combined Recognizer with Context Postprocessing We show the recog-
nition accuracy of our combined recognizer with context postprocessing. In this
experiment, a character bi-gram model performs as a simple stochastic language
model. Given a sequence of character patterns X = X1X2. . .Xi. . .XN , The prob-
lem is to find the character string C = C1C2. . .Ci. . .CN to maximize the prob-
ability P (C|X). Using the Bayes rule:

P (C|X) =
P (C)·P (X |C)

P (X)
(20)

The term P (X |C) shows the probability C written as X . The term P (C)
shows the context likelihood.

Following the bi-gram model, the probability P (C) is given as:

P (C) = P (C1)
N−1∏
i=1

P (Ci+1|Ci) (21)
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Table 4. Recognition rates of the combined recognizer employing bi-gram model (%)

Online Offline Combined
9.7MB 91.8MB 9.7MB 91.8MB

91.2 97.0 % 97.7 98.6 98.6

where N denotes the number of character patterns in a text string, and Ci

denotes each character pattern. The uni-gram probability P (C1) is assumed to
be independent from characters. In our study, the character bi-gram language
model was trained with the ASAHI newspaper text corpus “CD-HIASK’93”.

The recognition results, shown in Table 4, report the correct rate of Sys 9.7MB
equals that of Sys 91.8MB and raises to 98.6%.

4 Online Handwritten Japanese Text Recognition

According to the increasing size of writing surface of pen input devices, de-
mand for online handwritten text recognition is growing. Due to the difference
between Japanese and western languages and handwriting, handwritten recogni-
tion differs naturally. In this section, we describe some problems of handwritten
Japanese text recognition and approaches to tackle those problems.

4.1 Problems

Generally, on large writing surfaces Asian languages of Chinese origin are often
written horizontally, vertically, or even diagonally.

Most previous publications and systems assumed only horizontal lines of text
[46][47], while we attempted to relinquish any writing constraint from online text
input. We proposed a method to recognize mixtures of horizontal, vertical, and
slanted lines of text with assuming normal character orientation [48]. Then, we
attempted handwriting recognition with even characters rotated like handwrit-
ings often made on whiteboards [49].

As mentioned before, Japanese text includes various sizes of character pat-
terns ranging from so-called “half-width” characters like numbers and symbols,
Kana characters and Kanji characters of only one radical in the middle, to those
consisting of multiple radicals. Moreover, handwriting magnifies even the size
variations, as shown in Figure 11. Some characters may be several times longer
and/or wider than others.

Many Japanese characters can be divided into multiple character patterns.
For example, the patterns shown in Figure 12(a) can be read as either C1,
a character in itself, or as the two consecutive characters C2C3. The correct
one is determined by the characters (or strings) proceeding and/or following
it. In the example of Figure 12(b), the character C4 follows, which causes the
pattern of Figure 12(a) to be read as C1. In Figure 12(c), the characters C5C6

follow, which causes the pattern to be read as two characters C2C3. This example
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Fig. 11. An example of Japanese handwritten text

shows how the position of character segmentation can differ even for the same
handwritten pattern, depending on the context, so it is difficult to segment
characters deterministically on the basis of geometrical features alone.

(a) ‘好’or “女子” ？

(b) “好物”

(c) “女子大生”

C 1=好，C2=女，C3=子，C4=物，C5=大，C6=生  

Fig. 12. An example of segmentation ambiguity

In the next section, we present an enhanced method to recognize online
handwriting of arbitrary line directions and character orientations as well as
their mixtures.

4.2 Flow of Processing

We first need to define terminology. Character orientation specifies the direction
of a character from its top to bottom, while line direction designates the writing
direction of a sequence of characters until it changes (Figure 13). A text line is
a piece of text separated by new-line or large space, and it is further divided
into text line elements at the changing points of line direction. Each text line
element has its line direction (Figure 14). The line direction and the character
orientation are independent.

In the following subsections, we explain the procedure of our online recogni-
tion system of handwritten Japanese text, free from character orientation, line
direction, and any writing format constraint.
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Line direction

C haracter orientation

Fig. 13. Line direction and character orientation

Fig. 14. Text line element and line direction
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Separation of Handwriting into Text Line Elements First, we estimate
the average character size from all the strokes written on a tablet by measuring
the length of the longer side of the bounding box for each stroke, sorting the
lengths from all the strokes, and taking the average of the larger 1/3 of them.
The estimated average character size decides the threshold for separating written
text into text line elements.

Next, we separate freely written text into text lines by a large off-stroke from
a previous line to a new line. Then, we separate each text line into text line
elements by the changing points of line direction.

To detect the changing points of line direction, we employ a recursive pro-
cedure similar to that used to detect corner points [50]. Among a series of coor-
dinates of the centers for the bounding boxes of strokes forming a handwritten
text line, it finds the most distant point (MDP) from the straight line connect-
ing the starting, and ending points of the series of coordinates. If the distance
is larger than the threshold, then apply the same procedure to the straight line
from the starting point to the MDP, and from the MDP to the ending point,
with the result of detecting multiple points of directional change, as shown in
Figure 15, with B as the beginning point and E as the ending point. Thus a
text line segmented by large space is further segmented into text line elements
having different line directions.

E

P2=MDP(B, P1)

P1=MDP(B,E)

B

Fig. 15. Detection of directional changing points

Here, it is worth noting that points detected might be within character pat-
terns rather than between characters, as P1 and P2 in Figure 15. We will address
the problem in the Section 4.2.4 and determine the best segmentation points
while recognizing handwritten text.
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Estimation and Normalization of Character Orientation When Japanese
characters are written, principal pen movement within real strokes remains the
same as the character orientation or π/2 counter-clockwise to it. This happens
because Japanese characters, especially Kanji, are composed of downward and
rightward strokes. Therefore, if we take the histogram of displacement direction
of pen-tip coordinates, we see two peaks, as shown in Figure 16.

Fig. 16. Two peaks in pen movement direction

Let us assume the intensity of the histogram at the angle θ as f(θ). Then, take
the θ that makes the max value of f(θ)×f(θ+ π/2) as the character orientation
for each text line element. To make the peak detection more robust, we take
the convolution of f(θ) and a Gauss function to blur the peak, so it works for
slanting characters with rightward strokes and a slightly upward inclination.

After estimating the character orientation, the text line element can be nor-
malized by rotating it until their character orientation become downward.

Hypothetical Segmentation for Each Text Line Element We hypotheti-
cally segment a text line element, after the character orientation normalization,
into character patterns using geometric features.

Hypothetical segmentation depends on character orientation and line direc-
tion. After normalizing character orientation, it depends on line direction of a
text line element, as shown in Figure 17. Note that segmentation hypothesis
often occures within character pattern, and it differs even for the same charac-
ter pattern depending on the line direction. The quantization can be finer, but
the 4-directional quantization (shown in Figure 17) is adequate and effective to
prevent a text line element from being segmented excessively. When the line di-
rection is classified, downward or upward (rightward or leftward), a considerable
gap projected on the vertical axis (the horizontal axis) or a long off-stroke to the
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quantized line direction is employed as a candidate for segmentation. Strokes or
off-strokes to the opposite direction merge its crossing strokes with the result
that hypotheses on segmentation can be decreased, which is then effective to
accelerate the text recognition and increase the recognition rate.

After the quantization of line direction, we extract multi-dimensional fea-
tures, such as distance and overlap between adjacent strokes, from each off-
stroke and apply the SVM to the extracted features to produce segmentation
point candidates [51]. Character size may vary among text line elements, so we
estimate the character size again for every text line element. Then, we normal-
ize the extracted multi-dimensional features by the re-estimated character size
for each text line element. Each off-stroke is classified into segmentation point,
non-segmentation point, and undecided point, according to the features. A seg-
mentation point should be between two characters, and a non-segmentation point
appears within a character pattern. An undecided point is one which cannot be
judged as segmented or non-segmented. A segmentation unit bounded by two
adjacent segmentation points is assumed to be a character pattern. An unde-
cided point is treated as two ways of a segmentation point or a non-segmentation
point. When treated as a segmentation point, it extracts a segmentation unit.

Fig. 17. Quantization of line direction

Construction of Candidate Lattice A candidate lattice is constructed for
each text line, where each arc denotes segmentation point and each node denotes
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a character recognition candidate produced by character recognition for each
segmentation unit, as shown in Figure 18.

口 

目 

日 

1 

I 

l 

よ 

土 

上 

朋 

胴 

明 

ぱ 

は 

ば 

Segmentation 
point 

Segmentation 
point 

Undecided  
point 

Undecided  
point 

日 

目 

月 

月 

口 

目 

旦 

Fig. 18. Candidate lattice

Scores associate with each arc or node following the stochastic model of eval-
uating the likelihood composed of character segmentation, character recognition,
character pattern structure, and context.

The Viterbi search is made into the candidate lattice for a handwritten text
line and the best segmentation and recognition is determined.

Segmentation of a text line into text line elements by an MDP should not
be decisive. Wrong segmentation, within a character pattern, into two text line
elements and rotation of the segmented text line elements to normalize character
orientation may damage their recognition, as shown in Figure 19. To avoid this
problem, we produce multiple alternatives of text line segmentation by choosing
the segmentation point among candidates around the MDP. The range of the
segmentation point’s perturbation can be confined within the average character
size before or after the MDP. According to each alternative segmentation point,
two text line elements at the both sides of the segmentation point are rotated
with character orientations normalized when necessary and recognized. Then,
the Viterbi search chooses the best segmentation point.
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Fig. 19. Problem of segmentation by an MDP

Model of Free Format Recognition We made a model and recently formal-
ized it for online handwritten Japanese text recognition free from line-direction
constraint and writing format constraint, such as character writing boxes or ruled
lines [42][52]. The model evaluates the probability of character segmentation,
character recognition, character pattern structure, and context. The likelihood
of character pattern structure considers the plausible height, width, and inner
gaps within a character pattern that appears in Chinese characters composed of
multiple subpatterns.

The problem involves finding the character string C = C1C2. . .Ci. . .CN to
maximize the likelihood L(C|X) that a handwritten text line pattern X is rec-
ognized as the character string C. After several steps of approximations and
modifications, we arrive at the following formula:

L(C|X)

= logP (C1) +
N−1∑
i=1

logP (Ci+1|Ci)

+
N∑

i=1

(logP (Xi|Sti, Ci) + logP (Sti/C̄|Ci))

+
N−1∑
i=1

(logP (gapi/C̄|Ci, Ci+1)) (22)

Where,
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N : number of characters in C.
P (Ci+1|Ci) : probability that a character Ci+1 follows Ci

(bi-gram probability).
P (Xi|Sti, Ci) : probability that a character Ci is written in a

structure Sti and represented by the stroke
sequence Xi.

C̄ : average size of the character sequence C.
P (Sti/C̄|Ci) : probability that a character Ci is written in a

structure Sti.
P (gapi/C̄|Ci, Ci+1) : probability that an outer gap : gapi appears

between Ci and Ci+1.

In the right-hand side of the above equation, the second term considers con-
text likelihood in terms of a bi-gram, the third term relats to character recogni-
tion likelihood, the fourth and fifth terms evaluate character pattern structure
likelihood and outer gap likelihood, respectively.

5 Application

In this section, we show two types of online handwriting applications: segmen-
tation and recognition of mixed text, formulas, tables, and line-drawings; and
handwritten text search.

5.1 Segmentation and Recognition of Mixed Objects

As a writing area of pen input devices grows, users can easily write text, mathe-
matical formulae and figures on the screen. It is one of the most important bene-
fits of pen interfaces that people can write these objects by a single pen without
switching the device, mode, or software, and without any writing restriction such
as grids or boxes. However, it requires the difficult task to separate online hand-
written patterns into Japanese text, figures, and mathematical formulas. We
approached this problem earlier [53]. Recently, we take a probabilistic approach
to this problem and employed stroke features, stroke crossings, and stroke densi-
ties. Moreover, we partially applied segmentation by recognition. Although the
current recognizer for formulae is not true one, we have achieved about 81% cor-
rect segmentation for all the strokes in Kondate t, the newly prepared database
of mixed patterns [54]. Figure 20 shows an example of separating mixed objects.
Our approach is generally better but less effective in distinguishing figures from
other components.

5.2 Online Handwritten Text Search

As various pen input devices become popular, online handwritten text will be ac-
cumulated. Without a search method, however, accumulated online handwritten
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Fig. 20. Separation of handwriting into text, formula and line drawing

text can not be utilized effectively. Search of online handwritten text by employ-
ing a pattern matching method without character recognition was reported in
[55]. Lopresti, et al. proposed a stroke search method, “Script Search Algorithm,”
which searches a long handwritten text pattern and finds approximate patterns
of a keyword [56]. Also, we have proposed a method for writing-box-free online
Japanese handwritten text search, based on the online Japanese handwritten
text recognition, mentioned in Section 4 [57]. It searches for a target keyword
in the candidate lattice composed of candidate segmentations and candidate
characters, as shown in Figure 18, which has been generated beforehand by the
background process of online handwriting recognition. Figure 21 shows an exam-
ple of online handwritten text search. As the performance of recognizer improves,
the performance of search upgrades.

Fig. 21. Searching a keyword from free format handwritten text
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6 Conclusion

We presented online handwriting recognition of Japanese characters. Most Kanji
character patterns are composed of multiple subpatterns called radicals, and
these subpatterns are shared among many character patterns, so we have em-
ployed structured character pattern representation (SCPR). SCPR is effective
in terms of the size reduction of the prototype dictionary and the robustness to
deformation of common subpatterns. Then, we described a prototype learning al-
gorithm and HMM-based recognition for SCPR. We combined the SCPR-based
online recognizer with a compact offline recognizer. Moreover, we also presented
online handwritten Japanese text recognition free from character orientation
and line direction constraints. Finally, we showed some applications of online
handwritten Japanese text recognition.
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